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One of the best things about the about the system of economics that is prevalent in the world today
is that it has the ability as well as the flexibility to bounce back from every recession or depression
that it faces. And without any doubt it is a thing of admiration as well as it does deserves loads of
complements. But it is really important to note that why this system of economics is failing the
common man as well the experts who have been acting as the standard guardians of the system.
And although a lot of thought has been given on the subject, and a lot of brain storming has been
done by the people who matter the most from all across the globe, yet the solution to the problem
remains unresolved. And Roger Hamilton was the only person who was able to identify the anomaly
in the system as well as was able to find the solution to the problem.

Roger was able to do it because he absolutely isolated himself from the omnipresent system of
economics, and then delved deeper into the mysteries as well as the riddles that hinders the very
act of wealth creation. And he found success in his efforts. Roger    Hamilton realized that the
missing element in the entire concept of wealth creation was the basic building block of the
existence. And that was the mighty nature itself. And the very enigmatic fact about this building
block is that if it is allowed to take its due position in the scheme of things that the human being is
involved in, there is nothing in this universe that is as benevolent as this ethereal entity. But if
Nature is ignored or altogether forgotten in the designs of the human operations then there can be
nothing more ruthless as it can be. And once he realized this fact, he immediately incorporated this
benevolent yet the most majestic of powers in the theories that he created for the wealth creation.

The theories by Roger    Hamilton like wealth dynamics, wealth spectrum as well as the numerous
tests that he has designed for he seekers of wealth are all based on helping the individual seeking
wealth in identifying the flow of nature within himself. And once that flow of nature has been
discovered by the individual, the best thing that would happen to him is that his path of wealth
creation would itself open its arms for the individual.  
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